Remove existing bus stop

University Avenue and Curtis Street – Facing East

- Provide a "Right Turn Only Except Bus" lane
- Widen roadway/retain accessible sidewalk

University Avenue and Chestnut Street – Facing East

- Provide a "Right Turn Only Except Bus" lane
- Widen roadway/retain accessible sidewalk

University Avenue and Bonar Street – Facing East

- Provide a "Right Turn Only Except Bus" lane
- Widen roadway/retain accessible sidewalk

University Avenue and Chestnut Street – Facing West

- Provide a "Right Turn Only Except Bus" lane
- Widen roadway/retain accessible sidewalk

University Avenue and Curtis Street – Facing West

- Provide a "Right Turn Only Except Bus" lane
- Widen roadway/retain accessible sidewalk

Relocate bus stop from near side to far side of the intersection

UNIVERSITY AVE at CURTIS ST AND CHESTNUT ST